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Why Then Did the X.400 E-mail Standard Fail?
Reasons and Lessons to be Learned
Abstract
The X.400 series of Recommendations specifies the elements, protocols, and services of the email system associated with the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) protocol stack. The
paper looks at the various reasons that led to X.400’s failure to gain the widely expected level
of market acceptance. A brief literature review suggests that common explanations for
success in a standards battle cannot explain the demise of X.400. The same holds for two
popular explanations for the victory of the Internet over OSI. Therefore, alternative reasons
are proposed and discussed, including poor timing of the standardisation activity, inadequate
first implementations, and an ill-advised paradigm shift that occurred in the cause of events.
Finally, some lessons to be learned for the future are identified.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
“Whoever wishes to foresee the future must consult the past; for human events
ever resemble those of preceding times.” N. Machiavelli.
“The disadvantage of men not knowing the past is that they do not know the
present.” G. K. Chesterton.

Learning from History
The mere fact that five centuries lie between the above quotes hints at the wisdom they
convey. Nonetheless, most historians are reluctant to try and directly transpose insights from
the past to the present or the future. And for a reason – in all likelihood, the two environments
are very diverse, and actions or events at one particular point in time may lead to outcomes
very different from those they might have yielded in a different age.
Still, I would argue that looking back in history to try and learn for the future should be
possible if we do not look back over too long a period of time. In this paper I will have a
closer look at developments that took place around thirty years ago. While times clearly have
changed since then, and despite the fact that the 1980s are almost pre-historic for the Internet,
I feel that valuable insights can be gained by looking back. This holds particularly since the
times back then and today share some similarities when it comes to networking. In the 1980s,
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) initiative, launched by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), set out to create a whole new communication environment from
scratch. These days, the same may be said for the activities towards the Future Internet. This
holds specifically for the widely popular ‘clean slate’ approach. I can only hope that its

proponents at least attempted to learn something from the past in general, and from the case
of OSI and X.400 in particular. Otherwise, we are bound to see the same (or similar) mistakes
being made all over again.
About Standards
There are almost as many definitions of a standard as there are standards. In this paper, I will
use the definition provided by ISO, according to which a standard is a document that has been
“established by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that provides, for common
and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at
the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context” [ISO, 2011].
In the sector of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) compatibility standards
are a sine qua non. They enable interoperability between heterogeneous systems that use, for
example, different programming languages, communication protocols, and representations of
information. All ICT artefacts and systems embody a considerable number of standards. For
example, a recent study found that a ‘standard’ laptop incorporates over 250 of them [Biddle
et al.; 2010]. Thus, to a considerable degree standards shape the ICT landscape.
About Standardisation
The Commission of the European Union rightly observes that “Standards are not only
technical questions. They determine the technology that will implement the Information
Society, and consequently the way in which industry, users, consumers and administrations
will benefit from it.” [CEU, 1996]. Accordingly, standardisation may be seen as an interface
between technical and non-technical (e.g. economic, organisational, or social) considerations.
Standards – the outcome of the standardisation process – result from a process of social
interactions between stakeholders. That is, stakeholders cannot just focus on the technical
merits of a particular solution; they also have to think about the economic and perhaps
societal consequences of a future standard. For a manufacturer, for instance, pros and cons of
joining the standardisation bandwagon vs. trying to push a proprietary solution need to be
considered. Standards-based products or services may imply price wars and lower revenues,
but may also open new markets and widen the customer base. Offering a proprietary solution
may yield (or keep, rather) a loyal customer base, but may also result in a technological lockin and, eventually, marginalisation. It should also be noted that not always do all stakeholders
benefit from a standard. Selfishness in the form of pushing an inferior standard that will only
benefit one company may also be observed, as may be the desire to prevent a competitor’s
(beneficial) technology from being standardised.
The social shaping of technology (SST) approach towards studying the relation between
technology and society “explores a range of factors – organisational, political, economic and
cultural – which pattern the design and implementation of technology” [Williams & Edge,
1996]. SST observes that “The shaping process begins with the earliest stages of research
and development” [Williams, 1992]. In the ICT sector standards frequently represent a very
early stage of development. The notion that choices can be made during the development of a
technology – or a standard – is a cornerstone of the SST approach. These choices have a
significant impact on the design of ICT standards. They may be based on a multitude of
aspects that may be purely technical, but may also be of a societal or economic nature.
Accordingly, there is a multitude of factors that potentially influence the outcome of a
standardisation process, ranging from technological advances to changes in societal norms,
corporate business interests and market needs to the views and attitudes of the individuals that
actually design the standard.

If we accept that we can indeed learn from history and that standards are an important shaper
of ICT, then knowledge about how earlier standards emerged, why they emerged the way they
did, and which factors influenced their development would allow us to predict – to a certain
extent – how future technologies will look. If we also accept that standards have not just
technical ramifications but also strong economic and societal implications then the knowledge
of what shapes a standard may offer the chance to steer technological development in a way
that the outcome will be beneficial to all.
This paper adopts a historiographic approach to the analysis of a consensus-based standards
setting process. This approach leads to certain insights and conclusions, but can only tell part
of the whole story. To get a fuller picture, the problem would also need to be analysed from
other angles, using other approaches. Specifically, a social sciences approach could lead to
complementary insights. Likewise, marketing theories would help shed more light on the
analysis of the related problem of a battle for dominant design in the market place.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: after a very brief review of the literature
about standards wars and related phenomena in ICT (in section 2) some popular beliefs
relating to the failure of the OSI initiative in general and X.400 in particular will be discussed
in section 3. Subsequently, section 4 will offer some socio-technical arguments why X.400
was bound to fail. Finally, section 5 will identify some lessons that can be drawn for the
future.
2

BATTLES AND WARS OVER ICT STANDARDS – A LITERATURE RECAP

Standards wars have long been a popular subject in the literature, from very different
perspectives. While the topic has primarily been discussed by economists, (see e.g. [Shapiro
& Varian, 1999], [Stango, 2004], [Augereau et al., 2006]), historians, social scientists, and
others have also contributed.
‘Internet vs. OSI’ has frequently been considered an example of a standards war (e.g. in
[Russel, 2006]). It would thus seem to be obvious to consider X.400 vs. the Internet’s Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) as one battle that was fought in this war. Accordingly, a brief
look at the analyses of some of the better known such battles should yield some helpful
lessons for the case at hand.
BetaMax vs. VHS video cassette formats, Ethernet vs. Token Ring protocols for Local Area
Networks (LANs), and WiFi vs. various competitors in the field of Wireless LANs (WLANs)
are among the best-known examples of battles between competing ICT standards. Other wellstudied examples here include those between two different 56k modems in the late 1990s
[Augereau et al., 2006] and between browsers in the early/mid 2000s [Oshri et al., 2008]. A
little more recent are the cases of BluRay vs. HD-DVD in the field of optical disks, and of the
standards for document formats, OOXML and ODF (see [Egyedi & Koppenhol, 2010] or
[Blind, 2011]).
The following brief case outlines and the subsequent discussion shall highlight some factors
that have been associated with a victory in a standards war.
•

BetaMax vs. VHS
Despite the ‘maturity’ of the case scholars are still not in full agreement as to what caused
the victory of the VHS format (invented and marketed by JVC) nor are they with respect
to other, related issues. For instance, the widely held claim (e.g. by [Cusumano, et al.,
1992]) that BetaMax (produced by Sony) offered superior image quality has more recently
been challenged by Liebowitz & Margolis [1995]. Analysing the importance of network
effects Ohashi [2003] found “that it would have been possible for Beta to capture the

market if it had used its first-mover advantage to build an installed base through low
pricing”.
Yet, many authors (e.g. Grindley [1990] and Cusumano, et al. [1992]) agree that the fact
that JVC’s strategy was much more open than Sony’s eventually led to the VHS victory.
Sony was reluctant to be an OEM supplier. In contrast, JVC joined forces with partners
that offered manufacturing capacity, provided access to the North American and European
markets and, most importantly, offered content.
•

BluRay vs. HD-DVD
This case bears some resemblance to the Beta-VHS case. For one, the technologies are
descendants of the VHS cassette. Sony was a main actor in both cases, and both eventual
losers initially seemed to have a competitive edge – higher image resolution and built-in
backward compatibility, respectively. The latter was at least an early perception. In 2007
(when players first hit the market in noticeable numbers) Brookey [2007] reported that
Blu-ray was not backward compatible with DVDs. Indeed, according to the Blu-ray Disc
Association backward compatibility is not a requirement of the Blu-ray Disc format.
Today’s Blu-ray players, however, are capable of also playing DVDs. Yet, other factors
proved to be decisive. According to Gallagher [2012], this holds particularly for Sony’s
superior corporate strategy, which included the provision of complementary products and,
particularly, the utilisation of its technology in another Sony product, the Playstation 3. In
contrast, Spark [2009] highlights the dynamic developments in the membership of the
supporting consortia, where some large studios changed the level of support over time or
switched sides entirely. He argues that the final blow for HD-DVD came “when Warner
Brothers announced that it would cease its support for HD-DVD and would instead
exclusively support Blu-ray. Plus, he notes that “… those close to the deal stated that
Warner Brothers received marketing support from Sony as part of the agreement.” Along
similar lines, Compaine & Cunningham [2010] cite lack of exclusive support by large
studios as the major reason for the outcome of the battle. Moreover, in the wake of
Warner Brother’s announcement WalMart delivered another blow to HD-DVD when it
announced that it would phase out HD-DVD [Cozzarin et al, 2011].

•

Ethernet vs. Token Ring
Strangely, this case is hardly covered at all in the literature. This is all the more surprising
since it represents one of the exceptionally few cases where one standards body, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), put efforts into the development
of three competing standards (the third one being Token Bus, supposed to work in
production environments; it never really got off the ground).
Explaining the victory of Ethernet (developed and supported by DEC, Intel, and Xerox
(DIX)) over its IBM-sponsored rival von Burg [2001] highlights the “importance of
communities and sponsor strategies for successfully establishing and improving a
standard”. This community, in turn, was able to innovate, produce, and extend the market
at a rapid pace. On the other hand, while IBM did support the development of a standard
through IEEE, its desire for market dominance frustrated potential partners. This lack of a
Token Ring community meant that Ethernet’s pace of innovation could not be met,
leading to an increasing price gap.
Moreover, DEC, one of the Ethernet sponsors, provided a ready market for LAN products
and Intel, another sponsor, provided the chip designing and manufacturing capacity.
Together with the fact that Ethernet also became an IEEE standard (802.3) made it a ‘safe’
technology for investors and suppliers [von Burg, 2001].

•

WiFi vs. HomeRF and HiperLAN

It would seem that the success factors in this case were more related to technological
aspects than in the previous ones. The main reason underlying the development of the
HomeRF standard (by the HomeRF Working Group) was the allegedly inadequate support
for isochronous services – i.e. for telephony – by the IEEE 802.11b specification.
According to Lemstra & Hayes [2009] the reason for its eventual failure was the fact that
systems implementing the standard would have had to be based on a proprietary
technology, since only one consortium member was developing the HomeRF physical
layer in silicon. This notion is seconded by Dovev et al. [2012], who also note that many
consortium members felt the dependence on this one vendor would have made the
standard a proprietary system; this they considered undesirable. In contrast, several silicon
vendors supported the 802.11b standard, thus quickly bringing down the prices for the
chipset. Moreover, it turned out that “voice services was not a market need” [Jakobs et
al., 2010], rendering the main reason for the HomeRF development obsolete. The different
bandwidths offered by the two systems was another decisive factor. Here, the rules of the
Federal Communications Committee (FCC) played a crucial role. Exploiting a – still
debated – FCC ruling 802.11b-based products could offer 10Mbps bandwidth in 1999.
Following another FCC ruling – which was delayed by lobbying and protests by those
who had a vested interest in 802.11b – this could eventually be matched by HomeRF 2.0,
but only by mid-2001. By then, however, 802.11b already dominated the market.
HiperLAN was a European development, led by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI). There were two different developments, HiperLAN/1 and /2.
The former was different from the 802 specification in most respects; in fact, “There was
a fair bit of competitiveness w.r.t. the IEEE 802.11 work – also technology-wise” [Kruys,
2007]. In contrast, the specifications of the HiperLAN/2 and IEEE 802.11a modulation
schemes were almost identical. Still, HiperLAN/2 was a centralised system with a focus
on support of isochronous traffic (not unlike HomeRF) and Quality of Service (QoS). It
was based on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology that was very high on
the agenda around the millennium change.
“HiperLAN/2 was never implemented because of the huge success of the IEEE b/g
products after Apple announced their first sub 100$ product in 1999. …… The fact that
there was no demand for QoS from the market at the time made the demise of HiperLAN/
2 inevitable” [Kruys, 2007].
There is a noticeable difference between the cases of (W)LANs (and document formats) on
the one hand and those of the recording media (and browsers and modems) on the other. The
latter were actually battles for dominant design between technologies based on proprietary
standards; they were fought in the market (for more details see e.g. [v.d.Kaaa et al., 2011],
[Suarez, 2004]). The former were fought between standards proper that were developed by
working groups of different standards setting bodies (of course, the market and the different
standards-based products played an important role in these cases as well).
Despite their general difference the cases above also share one striking characteristic (albeit in
different expressions) – the importance of having adequate alliances in place when it comes to
pushing a technology or a standard in the market. In the cases of the video recording
technologies this refers primarily to the need of supporting content providers. For the local
area networks, the ability to enlist – by means of openly available standards – companies with
complementary capabilities and expertise proved decisive. This is indeed a lesson to be
learned from history, and it seems like Sony (Blu-ray) and Intel (WiFi) have understood that.
Sadly, this is of little help for the case at hand – the struggle between the different e-mail
system. After all, being associated with the OSI protocols suite X.400 enjoyed the support of
pretty much all Western governments and of many large suppliers. In contrast, the Internet –

including its main messaging programme, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) – was
initially a small US-based research network, initiated by the US Department of Defense
(DoD) and developed by a smallish number of universities, research institutions, and
motivated individuals.
Another aspect worth considering relates to the market relevance of a standard. A focus on
services for which the market had no demand (voice, QoS) at least contributed to both
HomeRF’s and HiperLAN’s demise. Along similar lines, the WLAN case demonstrates that it
is may be extremely difficult for a latecomer to fight an incumbent with a large installed base,
all the more so if the new technology doesn’t offer any significant benefits (as happened to
HiperLAN). Yet again, these insights do not really help explain the e-mail case. Back in 1984,
SMTP did not have an installed base worth mentioning, definitely not in Europe. Neither had
X.400, but at least on paper it did offer significantly more sophisticated services than SMTP,
and it did meet actual market needs (interconnection of incompatible proprietary systems).
One should have thought that the outcome of this ‘war’ was very clear up-front. So, what
went ‘wrong’?
In contrast to many others (e.g. [Maathuis & Smit, 2003], [Russel, 2006]) I would argue that
the e-mail case was not at all an example of a standards battle, at least not initially. This is
simply due to the fact that in the early stages of development X.400 was the only combatant
to be taken serious. In fact, as we will see (in section 4; with the benefit of hindsight), X.400
managed to shoot itself in the foot quite effectively, thus avoiding the need for any ‘battle’.
So, while the brief descriptions above illuminate that the outcome of standards battles
frequently depend on the same, reoccurring elements, (initially) these elements did not play a
major role in the case of e-mail. That is, accepted wisdom from earlier standards battles
cannot readily be applied to the X.400 case. In the following, I will, therefore, first discuss
some popular beliefs regarding the reasons behind the ‘victory’ of the Internet over OSI (of
which X.400 was an integral part). Subsequently, I will focus on X.400 and will offer some
explanations why X.400 never became as popular as could have been expected.
3

WHY DID OSI FAIL – TWO POPULAR BELIEFS

Common wisdom has it that the increasing popularity of the Internet was the one reason why
OSI (and thus, X.400) never made it (see e.g. [Maathuis & Smit, 2003]). Another popular
explanation is OSI’s alleged ‘installed base hostility’ (made by e.g. [Hanseth, 2002]).
In the following these propositions will be discussed for the OSI suite of services and
protocols in general.
3.1

The Standardisation Process – the IETF’s Alleged Superiority

“The Internet killed OSI” is a popular point of view (see e.g. [Malamud, 1992], [Lehr, 1995]).
And there is a certain level of truth to this claim; eventually, the Internet actually did deliver
the final blow to OSI.
Many factors contributed to the Internet’s success. The communication software was part of
the then increasingly popular unix operating system, it was simple and easy to install and to
maintain, and it was free. Yet, it would be too simplistic to assume that these were the only
reasons. In fact, the Internet’s standards setting process has frequently been identified as a
(the?) main reason behind its success (see e.g. [Rutkowski, 1994], [Lehr, 1995]). This
process’s most important characteristics include an evolutionary design approach, the
importance assigned to backward compatibility, interoperable implementations, and a
considerable degree of pragmatism.

The step-by-step approach is indeed a cornerstone of the process of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), the body in charge of developing the Internet standards. It aims at
standardising comparably small but interoperable components, which can be combined to
provide the desired functionality. Most importantly, though, a certain level of pragmatism is
essential. This includes the tendency to prefer a quick solution over lengthy discussions on
merits and disadvantages of different proposals, and the rather relaxed attitude towards the
use of external specifications. Both characteristics distinguish the IETF process from those of
the ‘official’ standards bodies (e.g. ISO and the International Telecommunication Union,
ITU; an international organisation within the United Nations System where governments and
the private sector co-ordinate global telecom networks and services). Certainly in the ICT
sector these bodies exhibit a certain tendency towards ‘all-embracing’ solutions that solve all
problems at once. This leads to sometimes extremely complex specifications that even large
companies are hesitant to implement (because of their complexity and because they tend to
solve problems which nobody ever encountered). In contrast, IETF specifications tended to be
simple, and different implementations have been tested for interoperability prior to release of
a standard.
The above is a popular and basically correct view of the IETF process. Yet, it is also overly
positive – all that glitters is not gold. Over time, a few more critical accounts of the process
have been published, including two documents commissioned by the IETF itself. One of them
[Davies, 2004] reveals a considerable number of problems as perceived by individual
Working Group (WG) members. The author acknowledges that many of the IETF’s problems
are rooted in the unexpected and unforeseeable growth of the Internet in terms of both size
and importance. The IETF has largely failed to adapt its processes to this changed
environment ”Many of the problems and symptoms appear to be fundamentally caused by the
organization failing to adapt its management and processes to its new larger size, and failing
to clearly define its future mission once the initial mission had been completed or outgrown.”
[Davies, 2004]. More specifically, he observes that the IETF process is largely built on “oneto-one personal trust relationship”, a very powerful model that does, however, not scale well.
Also beyond personal relations it is safe to say that the IETF’s process as such does not scale
well either [Jakobs, 2003]. On a related note, Davies observes that “The IETF has Difficulty
Handling Large and/or Complex Problems”.
Moreover, several characteristics considered by many as being unique to the IETF may also
be found in other standards bodies. These include, for example, the claim that “everyone can
speak” that can safely also be made by e.g. ISO. Plus, being allowed to speak does not
necessarily imply that everyone actually does speak or, perhaps more importantly, is actually
listened to. A closely related problem is discussed in [Spring et al., 1995] – those who want to
delay and possibly even obstruct the work stand a good chance of being successful; the
process does not foresee any mechanisms for how to deal with such individuals: “The IETF
does not have a strategy for dealing effectively with an individual who is inhibiting progress,
…” [Davies, 2004]. With roughly 10% such individuals on a typical committee (according to
[Spring et al., 1995]) this is a potentially disastrous situation.
The popular claim that IETF’s ‘individual participation’ makes a difference is not a unique
selling point either. For one, it also holds for ISO [ISO, 2012]. Moreover, research from the
mid-1990s shows that even back then a sizable minority of IETF WG ‘members’ considered
themselves as national/company representatives [Jakobs et al., 2001].
Despite the fact that the IETF’s step-by-step approach does indeed have it’s advantages the
discussion above suggests that the alleged superiority of the IETF’s standardisation process
over those of other standards bodies is at least questionable. Accordingly, it may be dismissed

as a valid reason for the claim that the Internet was the reason for OSI’s failure appears to be
questionable.
‘Time’ is another and probably even more important aspect to be considered here. It may
seem hard to believe today, but back in 1986 (when the first version of X.400 had already
been two years old) the ‘ARPA Internet’ only comprised around 2,000 hosts (just about twice
the number of the UK’s academic network JANET), most of them located in the US
[Quarterman & Hoskins, 1986]. Originally, the Internet was the successor to the ARPANet,
that had been developed under the auspices of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, a
DoD agency. The ARPANet was designed for flexibility and robustness and was only used to
interconnect DoD’s research contractors. Also, the IETF was founded only in 1986.
OSI, on the other hand, was very much rooted in Europe, enjoyed the support of the European
Commission, the US administration, and of almost all major manufacturers. The OSI
Reference Model was adopted in 1984, and by the mid-1980s first implementations of the
OSI protocol stack were available; most OSI standards had either already been adopted or
were at least in a very stable state. It seems very unlikely that this comparably small research
network in the US and its standards should have posed any threat at that time.
3.2

Installed Base Hostility

Another issue which has been raised in the literature refers to the fact that OSI failed to
provide for a smooth transition from previously used networks; it had been designed without
taking into account the characteristics of older networks. Any such transition requires some
form of ‘jumping’. In particular, X.400 was allegedly ‘installed-base hostile’ (see e.g.
[Hanseth, 2002]). This claim is justified to a certain extent: X.400 was indeed ‘installed-base
hostile’ in a way due to the fact that it was an integral part of the OSI initiative, and
accordingly initially required the use of underlying OSI protocols. This requirement was
eventually circumvented to enable X.400 to run over TCP (Transmission Control Protocol;
the Internet’s most popular transport protocol) as well. Prior to this, however, this strict
requirement regarding the underlying communication protocols implied that a prospective
user company had to install a complete OSI-based infrastructure if it wanted to employ
X.400. This would have been a very costly exercise in terms of both time and money, not to
mention training and related issues.
On the other hand, the originally envisioned X.400 system, as an enabler of interoperability
between heterogeneous, proprietary e-mail systems, was anything but ‘installed-base hostile’.
Quite the contrary, it was supposed to enable the individual proprietary elements of said
installed base to communicate. One of the individuals behind the early X.400 development,
Ian Cunningham [1983] notes that “Standard protocols are the glue that will connect all the
individual systems into a worldwide network”. Moreover, X.400 was designed to take
advantage of the widely installed base of X.25 networks, which at that time represented the
most widespread packet-switched network in Europe.
In summary, X.400 being part of the OSI stack implied a certain degree of installed-base
hostility. This may indeed have contributed to its non-uptake. X.400 per se, however, was an
enabler of interoperability between e-mail systems. Thus, installed-base hostility cannot be
considered a major reason for its failure.
4

STANDARDISING X.400

Before actually attempting to answer the question why X.400 never really made it, let me first
provide a bit of background on the early stages of its development.

4.1

The Initial Development of X.400

In 1978, the International Federation or Information Processing (IFIP) established a Working
Group on ‘International computer-based messaging’. IFIP is a non-governmental, non-profit
umbrella organisation for national societies working in the field of information processing. It
was established in 1960 under the auspices of the UNESCO. The task of IFIP’s then newly
founded Working Group 6.5 was “to concentrate on standards for data structures,
addressing, and higher level protocols to effect international computer mediated message
services” [Stefferud, 1979]. The basic idea was to develop a system that could serve as a
backbone to interconnect the increasing number of incompatible and proprietary electronic
messaging services without the need for individual system-to-system gateways. IFIP’s work
formed the basis for the subsequent formal standardisation work carried out within the
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT), the predecessor to
the standardisation sector of today’s International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T). Later
on, work on electronic messaging also commenced within ISO. Schmidt & Werle [1998] give
a highly interesting account of the developments within both standards bodies towards the
first X.400 series of recommendations, with some focus on what went on inside CCITT.
However, the publication date of their book implies that later events, especially the nonuptake of X.400 could not be covered.
CCITT published the first X.400 series of recommendations in 1984; a much more elaborate
version was published in 1988. Most of these recommendations are still in force today; the
current versions date from 1999. SITA, (Société Internationale de Télécommunications
Aéronautiques), the air transport industry’s IT and communications arm, still uses X.400 for
all operational messaging in the industry.
Pretty much in parallel with these developments work on electronic messaging was also
ongoing in the realm of the Internet. A specification of network text messages was published
in 1977, the initial specification for the associated transfer protocol followed in 1982. Both
specifications saw various updates and extensions throughout the years, the latest versions
dating from 2008.
4.2

Early Days

As stated above, IFIP’s early work on what was to become X.400 was triggered by the very
real need to interconnect an array of incompatible proprietary e-mail systems. Coopersmith
[2010] notes that “many firms and organizations invested considerable resources developing
email systems since the late 1970s, but encountered major user resistance because of the
many incompatible systems”. To extend the user base and thus make e-mail service
commercially viable the individual systems had to be interconnected; this held for both
corporate and public systems. Initially, dedicated gateways were used to interconnect systems.
For example, in 1992 British Petroleum (BP) had eleven different systems in use throughout
the Group, with some 33,000 users. All systems were interconnected via gateways, primarily
on a peer-to-peer basis [Jakobs & Lenssen, 1994]. Yet, such gateway-based interconnection
proved to be a costly and functionally complex exercise. Accordingly, a (standards-based)
backbone network was urgently needed to provide for smooth interconnectivity between the
different e-mail systems. Ultimately, this need was behind the development of X.400.
It appears safe to say that X.400 was born into a very favourable environment – it could be
assumed to very much simplify the interconnection of different e-mail systems, thus reducing
complexity and costs while at the same time increasing functionality (gateways cannot always
map the full functionality between two systems). There were also other aspects very much in
favour of a successful adoption and diffusion of X.400. For one, almost all governments and

most major vendors supported OSI and thus X.400 (see e.g. [Aschenbrenner, 1986]). This
held despite the fact that by 1983 the ARPANET had been fully converted to the TCP/IP
protocols. Moreover, and again despite the ARPANet, OSI – and thus X.400 – initially did
not face any real competition from other networks. More specific to X.400, the fact that the
CCITT was responsible for the standardisation activities implied that the (then) monopoly
PTTs were in charge; certainly another very favourable aspect.
4.3

Why Then Did It Fail?

Still, there were also a number of less favourable factors. In fact, several reasons may be
identified that ‘collaborated’ in a disastrous way and – taken together – led to X.400’s failure.
First and foremost the close integration into the OSI protocol stack was a double-edged
sword. While it created wide support, it also meant that X.400 was dependent on an extremely
complex set of underlying protocols, some of which had not been fully specified at the time of
the publication of its 1984 version. The same holds for the Directory Service (the ITU-T’s
X.500 series of recommendations). As the name suggests the DS was supposed to be the data
networking world’s equivalent to White Pages, Yellow Pages, and directory enquiries. The
DS’s availability would have contributed considerably to X.400’s user-friendliness.
More generally, the OSI set of protocols were very function-rich, designed to solve all
potential communication problems from the outset (see e.g. [Egyedi, 1999], [Jakobs, 2002]).
Such complex standards may easily lead to ambiguities, through inadequate wording and/or
through the introduction of optional functionalities. The latter was used extensively in the
whole OSI suite. Almost inevitably, this led to implementations that fully complied with the
standard, yet were not interoperable (this is a fairly common phenomenon; see e.g. [Egyedi,
2007]). To at least reduce this problem, so-called profiles had to be developed. A profile
specifies which options should be implemented, thus reducing the functionality of an
application for the sake of interoperable implementations [Manros, 1989].
X.400’s own complexity was another, related issue. The initial version from 1984 comprised
seven parts requiring a total of 327 pages of description, its successor from 1988 had 580
pages in 8 parts. This increase was due to the limited functionality of the 1984 version and to
improved explanations and documentations in the 1988 version.
In addition to these more general – albeit important – aspects a number of other, more specific
reasons may be found to explain the failure of X.400. These will be discussed below.
4.3.1 Unfortunate Timing
Timing was one of X.400’s major problems – in two respects. First, in the early eighties,
CCITT’s work was organised in four-year intervals, called ‘study periods’. Accordingly, their
‘Recommendations’ (read ‘standards’) were published only every four years, at the end of
each study period; this practice was abandoned only when the ITU was restructured in 1993.
Thus, if another four year delay was to be avoided, something had to be published by the end
of the 1980-84 study period – regardless of its (technical) maturity. In the case of X.400, this
led to the publication of rather premature specifications in 1984. Crucial parts of the
specifications were extremely sketchy (e.g. the security features), or missing altogether (e.g.
the message store).
Another similar, time-related problem was outside the control of CCITT. The first version of
X.400 was supposed to be fully integrated into the 7-layer OSI protocol stack, as part of its
top-most ‘Application Layer’. This, in turn, implied that initially the proper functioning of
X.400 required a full-blown underlying OSI stack. As X.400 was the first standardised

element of the OSI Application Layer, potential early adopters would have had to implement
the full OSI stack for just this one, overly function-rich application [Schmidt & Werle, 1998].
To make things worse, not all necessary underlying standards had been adopted in 1984. In
particular, the OSI presentation layer standard was not even fully specified by then and
therefore the 1984 version of X.400 was written to sit directly on top of the session layer (this
was changed in the subsequent 1988 version, but not without considerable difficulties). This
caused a further reduction of functionality in the 1984 version.
Moreover, the standards for the Directory Service (DS) were not available in 1984 (its first
version was published in 1988). It is easily conceivable that the unavailability of this service
further contributed to a reduced usefulness, and user-friendliness, of X.400.
4.3.2 Inadequate First Implementations
Not least due to the complexity of even the incomplete initial X.400 version early
implementations were frequently incompatible. That is, it was next to impossible to exchange
messages between systems from different vendors. Such inadequate first expressions of a
technology are extremely dangerous.
In cases when decisions to adopt are based only on initial expressions of a technology poor
first implementations may easily deter potential early adopters, prevent any subsequent
bandwagon-effect, and thus easily reduce to zero this technology’s chances of being adopted.
Cowan [1992] notes that observable early benefits of a technology will outweigh all other
aspects; in particular, higher benefits to be gained from a different technology at some later
stage will be ignored. These benefits, in turn, cannot be identified at all due to the lack of
opportunities for experimentation. It follows that the market can – and frequently will – adopt
the ‘wrong’ technology (i.e. ignore the ‘right’ one) when left on its own. That is, possibly
superficial, implementation-specific shortcomings which hide the system’s inherent
advantages may have a devastating effect.
Also, it may frequently be observed that in the absence of a sound basis for judgement and
decisions the adoption of a particular technology by just one firm may encourage others to
follow. If this happens, chances again are that an inferior technology will be adopted, which
may be highly useful for the initial adopter (who will have evaluated the alternatives and
selected the technology to best suit his needs), but does not necessarily meet other entities’
demands. They, in turn, will then make their choices solely based on the initial adopter’s
policy decision. In this case as well little, if any, experimentation with alternative
technologies or systems will occur; they will rapidly be discarded.
4.3.3 Non-Adaptivity
The X.400 specifications also suffered from a side-effect of the enormous speed of technical
development in the ICT domain, and from the fact that these technical developments – which
occurred in parallel with the X.400 standardisation process – were ignored.
Technical work on the specifications started in the mid-seventies. At that time, ‘dumb’
terminals, typically connected to a mini computer or a mainframe, were the prevailing enduser systems. Consequently, during standardisation work an environment was assumed that
was built around this type of technology. A technical detail may serve to highlight the
associated problems: the initial X.400 specifications did not include a ‘Message Store’ (MS).
An MS would have allowed to store messages permanently on a local machine (and to
retrieve them). Mini or mainframe computers used to run continuously (they were hardly, if
ever, switched off under normal circumstances) and thus did not need a dedicated MS. Yet,

the diffusion of PCs meant that more ‘intelligent’ end-user systems became available that
were typically switched off at the of a working day and would have required an MS. Thanks
to its design, adopting X.400 to this new environment was less than trivial and was not really
attempted at all for quite a while.
4.3.4 An Ill-advised Paradigm Shift
Maybe even worse, X.400 suffered from a paradigm shift during its design. Initially, the work
done within IFIP had aimed at interconnecting different proprietary e-mail systems through a
standards-based ‘backbone’ network. This approach had been in line with the very real need
of most corporate e-mail users who had to interconnect different e-mail systems deployed at
various sites or departments.
However, during the course of the standardisation work this changed. According to James
White, then a CCITT Special Rapporteur on X.400, CCITT considered the backbone
functionality only as a tactical goal, whereas the development of an over-arching architecture
for message handling systems was seen as the strategic goal [Manros, 1989]. This strategic
goal implied that X.400 was to become the ubiquitous e-mail system, providing functionality
to the end-user’s desktop.
In fact, in all likelihood this shift was a crucially important contributor to X.400’s problems in
the market. Here again technical progress overtook standards development. By the mideighties, LAN-based e-mail systems had become the systems of choice for internal
communication in virtually all organisations. Not unlike PCs, such LAN-based systems did
not really fit into the assumed X.400 environment.
Taken together, these two developments – the diffusion of PCs and LANs in the mid to late
eighties – rendered the strategic idea of ‘X.400 to the desktop’ virtually obsolete. In more
general terms, the time span between the start of the standards setting activity and the
completion of the final documents led to a missed window of opportunity. Other systems (i.e.
PCs and LANs, with their own proprietary e-mail systems) had occupied the major market
segment of corporate internal communication systems. Somewhat ironically, this left X.400
with the backbone market for which it had been intended in the first place, but for which it
was now less suited.
4.3.5 National Monopolies and the Standardisation Process
Finally, a very different, non-technical aspect also needs to be mentioned. Although the initial
specifications failed to provide for several important features X.400 systems have always
been extremely complex and hard to manage. Indeed, X.400 aimed at providing the one
solution to all e-mail related problems (and then some). All voting members on CCITT
committees came from Post, Telegraph and Telephone administrations (PTTs) that were the
(then) monopoly organisations in charge of the respective national (telephone) networks, or
from equivalent organisations. It thus does not come as a big surprise that they did not adopt a
user-friendly, gradual design, with a first specification evolving along with upcoming new
requirements. Rather, they were in a position to follow a ‘take it or leave it’ approach, and
design a system that clearly reflected PTTs’ ways of thought and that met their specific needs,
as opposed to those of their users. The distinction between ‘Administrative’ and ‘Private’
Management Domains’ (ADMDs and PrMDs, respectively), as foreseen in the X.400
recommendation, is a case in point. Basically, this distinction’s major purpose was to make
sure that any international traffic would be routed through – and thus charged for – ADMDs,
run by the PTTs [Schmidt & Werle, 1998].

4.3.6 Specific Problems and General Issues
A closer look at X.400’s standardisation and subsequent adoption reveals that most problems
encountered were specific to this particular case. The exceptions include the ‘complexity of
the standard’ and its ‘inadequate first implementations’; these are general issues that could
hamper the uptake of any ICT standard. The need for an ‘integration into the OSI stack’ is a
bit of a hybrid – many ICT standards need to be integrated into an ecosystem of existing
standards. However, OSI was a special case in that it formed the environment into which
X.400 had to fit, but was not fully available when X.400 was. Indeed, the latter contributed
considerably to X.400’s problems.
‘Unfortunate Timing’ was a CCITT-specific problem; their four-year cycle pretty much
enforced the publication of a premature standard. The same holds for ‘Non-Adaptivity’. The
rather lengthy standardisation process of at least four years should have strongly suggested
the need to watch relevant technological developments and to adapt accordingly if need be.
Yet, this did not happen. The ‘Ill-advised Paradigm Shift’ was another X.400-specific
problem and was in fact closely related to the problem of the ‘National Monopolies’. In the
absence of any competition the PTTs were in a position to adopt the stance that X.400 was to
be the ubiquitous e-mail system.
4.3.7 And the Winner Was …………..?
Despite the undeniable general need for open, vendor and platform independent
communication the developers of X.400 apparently failed to realise that a system as complex
as this, operating on top of an equally complex protocol stack would be useful only for a
handful of large, technically sophisticated organisations. Moreover, they apparently underestimated the growth rate of the Internet. Accordingly, X.400 became a failure in the market
place even though it correctly anticipated general initial requirements.
Today, the vast majority of users deploy e-mail systems which interconnect their clients with
a central server via a local area network. Most of these systems operate on top of Internet
protocols. These include SMTP for message transfer, the Internet Message Access Protocol
(IMAP) and the Post Office Protocol (POP) to enable the clients to access the mailboxes
stored on the server, and Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) to encode
and encrypt messages that comprise multiple parts (e.g. text, graphics, and a video). In
addition, numerous complementary standards exist. Yet, some of the functionalities provided
by X.400 (which is now almost 30 years old) are still not available with SMTP. These
include, among many others, notifications whether or not a message has reached its
destination, or has been read by the recipient. An associated specification exists, had been on
the IETF’s ‘draft standard’ level from 2004 until early 2012, and was then updated by another
RFC that is now at the ‘proposed standard’ level (RFCs are a series of documents published
by the IETF that contain technical and administrative documents about the Internet). To the
best of my knowledge neither has ever been commercially implemented and deployed.
In short – SMTP et al. ‘won’, but the users didn’t.
As an aside – a number of stakeholders did not win either. Standardisation is a costly
business. Weiss and Toyofuku [1996] estimate the development cost of the Ethernet 10BaseT
standard at around $10,000,000. The US Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) reports
that “… it has been estimated, for example, that the development of a major international
telecommunications standard may require in the range of 1,000 person-years of experience,
20 person-years of actual effort, and $3 million” [OTA, 1992]. Oksala et al. [1996] report that
“Some have suggested that the OSI effort … may have cost the governments and corporations
that contributed to its development more than half a billion dollars”. None of these figures

directly relates to X.400 standardisation, but they give a good idea about the costs to be
associated with the development of ICT standards. While such costs are shared by the
participating organisations it is safe to assume that the investments sunk in the standardisation
and the subsequent attempts at commercialisation and/or implementation of X.400 were quite
massive.
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SUMMARY AND SOME LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

There was a clear need for a standards-based electronic mail system in the late seventies /
mid-eighties (and beyond). X.400 was an attempt – initiated by the CCITT – to standardise
such a system, with backing from virtually all Western governments. Still, it never really got
off the ground.
It has turned out that at least initially the major reason for this failure had not been the success
of the Internet (which was little more than a US research network by that time). Rather, the
standards committee’s negligence with respect to technical developments which took place in
parallel with the X.400 specification work has to be blamed. As a result, only with
considerable difficulties could X.400 be integrated into the technical environment that was
state-of-the-art in 1984, when its first specifications were published. To make things worse,
the original idea underlying X.400, i.e. to create a backbone e-mail system to interconnect the
numerous proprietary systems that had hit the market, had to take a back seat to the idea of a
ubiquitous e-mail system to the desktop. This further complicated integration of X.400 into
existing (corporate) IT environments. In contrast, integration of the originally planned
backbone would have caused comparably little problems (and might have led to a successful
system).
As a consequence, we may note that – lesson one – standards setting in the ICT arena, where
technical developments continue to happen at a very high speed, needs an adequate level of
flexibility to be able to react to outside developments that are likely to affect the system to be
standardised. A second lesson – old news for some – would have to be that all-embracing,
over-arching, and therefore very complex standards carry a much greater likelihood of failure
than modular, extendable, and thus more flexible ones.
However, there’s a caveat. Apparently, the success of a simple but working system, like
Internet mail, carries the risk of the system remaining more or less at this simple level.
Comparing the functionalities of X.400 and the various standards that together describe the
functionality of Internet e-mail you will still find a significant gap. Some functionality, e.g.
delivery notifications or gateways to other communication services are available over the
Internet, but only as non-standard, proprietary products or services (Deutsche Telekom’s
‘eBrief’ (e-letter) would be a case in point). Thus, lesson number three (which is related to
number one) would be that also those standards that form the basis of successfully working
systems need to be continuously monitored, updated if necessary, and actually be
implemented. The latter should go without saying, but experience indicates that this is not
necessarily the case.
Related to the above, lesson number four would be to make sure that at least for
communication systems standards all necessary underlying and complementary standards are
available upon publication. While speed may sometimes be a virtue in standardisation, this is
by no means always the case. In fact, this may be considered as lesson number five.
On a final note – the case of OSI and the Internet has frequently been portrayed as a ‘US
versus Europe’ affair; “American research and university communities pushed IP, while both
European researchers within the computer communications field and telecom operators

pushed OSI” [Hanseth, 2001]. More to the point, it has been said to be an example of “[NorthAmerican] technical prowess and business acumen versus the [European] authoritarianism of
a sclerotic bureaucracy” [Rogers & Kingsley, 2004]. This may have been the case for OSI
and the TCP/IP protocol suite in general. Yet, it certainly does not hold for X.400, where
North-American researchers were instrumental in IFIP’s early activities, as well as for the
work within CCITT [Schmidt & Werle, 1998]. On the other hand, the one individual who
tried to bridge the gap between SMTP and X.400 was a European (Steve Kille, then with
University College London). He took the problem to the IETF and wrote the specifications
necessary to interconnect the two systems. It would seem that interested individuals from the
US were heavily involved in the bureaucratic CCITT activities and Europeans in the marketdriven work in the US.
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